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Our Visit To Denny's
Our family of four visited the Denny's in (

Location

). Upon entering, it took (

for the hostess to acknowledge us. We were greeted by a friendly "(
to table (

). Our server (

Number

appetizer

)", after which were directed

Number

), came over after about (

name of server in room

minutes. They introduced themselves asked if we would care to try (
perhaps some (

) seconds

Number

beverage

)

Number

) or

beverage

) while we decided on our meals. We asked about these thing called pancake

puppies that we had seen in the menu and asked our server to explain what they are. This is how they were
described to us...Pancake puppies are (

Adjective

special pancake batter. They are served with (

) little orbs of perfectly (
type of dipping sauce

food preparation technique

) and they are delicious! I highly

recommend them! We were not ready to order our meals but chose to have some (

) while we

appetizer

were waiting. When our server returned a few minutes later with out appetizer we ordered (
), (

entree

). (Name of same server) mad many suggestions we hadn't even thought of such as adding (

add-on

dinner item

) to our (

), (

entree

) and (

non-specific breakfast item

). Our food arrived only (

dinner

Number

entree

) and (

breakfast

entree

lunch

) to the (

add-on

) minutes later. (

manager in the room

introduce themselves and make sure everything was great. Upon (

Server

) and even added (

add-on

) and washed it down with (

kids

non-specific lunch or

) came by to check on us

Server

several times and always kept our beverages full. The manager (

dessert

)

) even stopped by to

) suggestion we tried (
beverage

). After a

delicious meal, we were thanked at the cash register and invited to return. What a wonderful experience! We will
be

back soon and even left (

Server
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)a(

amount of money

) tip.

